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Abstract 

The advent of modern biological microscopy has led to the integration of visualization software 

with computational tools in order to analyze microscopy images. Through the use of Kepler 

Scientific Workflow System, a combined workflow graphical user interface and a background 

execution engine that allows non-computer scientists more ease in analyzing scientific data, 

image processing can be streamlined for more routine analysis through the construction of 

microscopy workflows. The primary goal in this project is to incorporate ImageJ scripts into 

Kepler Scientific Workflows v2.3 in order to automate the image analysis of microscopy images 

using workflows that can be variably changed per experiment.  

 

Background  

Image analysis of microscopy images often involves routine tasks per experiment that can be 

automated using workflows for increased efficiency. This project is conducted in collaboration 

with Dr. Mary Vail of the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at Monash 
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University, who provided sets of microscopy images that can be used for analysis 

experimentation and testing.   

 

Kepler workflows can be designed to acquire and process microscopy images routinely, 

beginning by scanning a given microscope image up until the final analysis of composite images. 

At Monash University, members of the Monash eScience and Grid Engineering Laboratory 

(MeSsAGE lab) are using Nimrod/K, a workflow system built upon Kepler for the purpose of 

automating scientific tasks. Throughout the project, I used the Nimrod/K project that contains 

sets of directors and actors and ImageJ to create workflows that can be utilized specifically for 

microscopy image analysis.  

 

Methods and Contributions 

There are currently three workflows on the department computer: 1. LIF converter, 2. individual 

channel analysis with imageJ scripts, and 3. composite merging with imageJ scripts. The original 

goal was to have one single workflow in which all three steps could be completed, but due to 

issues with Kepler and parallel processing, multiple gridjobs cannot currently be executed on a 

single workflow.  

1. LIF Converter Workflow 

This workflow allows for external exectuion of a .lif converterd designed by Minh Dinh 

of the MeSsAGE lab. This workflow converts .lif type images into editable .tif images 

that can be exported onto ImageJ. It requires a file location, input name, and an output 
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location.  

 

Figure 1: Workflow one allowing for external execution of LIF exporter 

 

2. IndivAnalysis.kar Workflow  

This workflow uses inputted images as designated by “get FS images”, sorts it as a 

sequence and filters it by channels determined by the C0-C4 outputs from OMEFilter. 

These respective channels can then be analyzed/modified via the ImageJ Gridjob, and 

outputted.  
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Figure 2: Workflow that allows for individual analysis of various channels 

 

3. Composites.kar Workflow 

This workflow takes a directory that contains subdirectories of the converted .tif images, 

sorts it into a sequence and filters it into ImageJ Gridjob. This final ImageJ gridjob will 

create the composite images with RGB after analyzing the total particles.  

 

Figure 3: Workflow that creates composite images and analysis 
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Conclusions 

The workflows developed in this project have been properly documented and installed onto a 

department computer at the Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology lab. Due to 

issues with GridJob functions in Kepler Workflows, I had to modify the workflows from my 

desired approach, and have instead separated the workflows per function. These workflows can 

be further developed based on the analysis that needs to be conducted per experiment, and 

provide the beginning foundations to more workflows that can be used for image analysis.   

 

Further questions can be directed to Harriet Hu at h9hu@ucsd.edu.  
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